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Abstract
When we are interested in high-dimensional system and focus on classification performance,
the ℓ1-penalized logistic regression is becoming important and popular. However, the Lasso
estimates could be problematic when penalties of different coefficients are all the same and not
related to the data. We proposed two types of weighted Lasso estimates depending on covariates
by the McDiarmid inequality. Given sample size n and dimension of covariates p, the finite
sample behavior of our proposed methods with a diverging number of predictors is illustrated
by non-asymptotic oracle inequalities such as ℓ1-estimation error and squared prediction error of
the unknown parameters. We compare the performance of our methods with former weighted
estimates on simulated data, then apply these methods to do real data analysis.
Key Words: logistic regression; weighted lasso; oracle inequalities; high-dimensional statistics; mea-
surement error
Mathematics Subject Classification: 62J12; 62H12; 62H30.
1 Introduction
In recent year, with the advancement of modern science and technology, high-throughput and non-
parametric complex data has been frequently collected in gene-biology, chemometrics, neuroscience
and other scientific fields. With massive data in regression problem, we encounter the situation
that both the number of covariates p and sample size n are increasing, and p is a function of n,
i.e. p =: p(n). One further assumption in literatures is that p is allowed to grow with n but
p ≤ n, and it has been extensively studied in subsequent works see Sur et al. (2019), Fan et al.
(2020),Zhang (2018) and references therein. When we consider the variable selection in terms of
linear or generalized linear model, massive data sets bring researchers unprecedented computational
challenges, such as the “large p, small n” paradigm, see Ma et al. (2020). Therefore, another potential
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characterization appeared in large-scale data is that we only have few significant predictors among
p covariates and p ≫ n. The main challenge is that directly utilizing low-dimensional (classical
and traditional) statistical inference and computing methods for these increasing dimension data is
prohibitive. Fortunately, the regularized (or penalized) method can perform parameter estimation
and variable selection to enhance the prediction accuracy and interpretability of the regression model
it generates. One famous proposed method is Lasso (least absolute shrinkage and selection operator),
which was introduced in Tibshirani (1996) as modification of least square method in the case of linear
models.
In this paper, our tasty for regression covers the case of a binary response (or dichotomous
response). The responses {Yi}ni=1 can take only two values: “1, 0”,“1, -1” or some other codes
like dichotomous response, such as: good and bad, big and small, win and lose, alive and dead or
healthy and sick. This kind of data has been popular for regression in a wide range of applications
and fields, including business, computer science (image classification, signal processing), education,
and genetic or biomedical fields, see Guo et al. (2015), Liu and San Wong (2019), Li and Lederer
(2019) for examples. When it comes to binary regression, logistic regression (logit regression, or logit
model) is used every day to perform thousands of classifications, which is by far the most widely
used tool for associating binary responses with covariates. Logistic regression has been popular in
biomedical research for half a century and it may first be formally studied by statistician David Cox
in a discussion paper, see Cox (1958).
Given n covariates {Xi}ni=1 ∈ Rp, the logistic regression model is of the form
Pβ∗(Yi = 1|Xi) = πβ∗(Xi) =: exp(Xiβ
∗)
1 + exp(Xiβ∗)
, i = 1, 2, ..., n, (1.1)
where Yi ∈ {0, 1} is the response variable of the individual i, β∗ is a p×1 vector of unknown regression
coefficients belonging to a compact subset of Rp. The unknown parameter β∗ is often estimated by the
maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) through maximizing the log-likelihood function with respect
to β, namely,
βˆmle = arg max
β∈Rp
ℓ(β) =: arg max
β∈Rp
1
n
n∑
i=1
[Yi log πβ(Xi) + (1− Yi) log{1− πβ(Xi)}]. (1.2)
For more discussions of binary response regression, we refer readers to see Tutz (2011) for a
comprehensive introduction, and see Efron and Hastie (2016) which provides a refreshing view of
modern statistical inference for today’s computer age.
In the high-dimensional case, we often encounter the number of predictors p is larger than the
sample size n. When p≫ n, the least square method leads to over-parameterization, Lasso and many
other regularization estimates are required to obtain a stable and satisfactory fitting. Although the
Lasso has good performance, some generalized penalities have been proposed since researchers want
to compensate for Lasso’s certain shortcomings and to make the penalized method more useful for
a particular data set, see Hastie et al. (2015). Since Lasso gives the same penalty for each βj , an
important extension is to use different levels of penalties to shrinkage each covariates’ coefficients.
The Weighted Lasso estimation method is an improvement of Lasso, where penalized coefficients are
estimated based on different data-related weights. But one challenge is that this weighted method
depends on bpth covariates and responses, thus it is difficult for us to find the optimal weights.
Many endeavors focus on high-dimensional logistic models (or generalized linear model which
includes logistic case) in an attempt to study their weights and sparsity structure in detail. Various
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weights have been proposed, see for examples: van de Geer (2008), Kwemou (2016), Algamal and Lee
(2017), Liu and San Wong (2019). The contribution of this paper is that we obtain the optimal
weight based on the McDiarmid’s inequality which is simpler and more feasible than the Bernstein’s
inequality. The oracle inequality is affected by the measurement error, it is derived under the Stabil
Condition with the given level of measurement error. Our work is different from Kwemou (2016),
which does not consider conditions with measurement error and their data-related weights contain two
unknown constants. The weights proposed in this paper contain only one single unknown constant
which is considered as a tuning parameter. Moreover, when log p/n is not small in Kwemou (2016),
the upper bound of ℓ1-estimation error oracle inequality is determined by the tuning parameter
with the rate O(log p/n), which is not rate-optimality in the minimax sense. Under some regularized
conditions, the optimal convergence rate is O(
√
log p/n), see chapter 4 of Rigollet and Hu¨tter (2019).
Specifically, our contributions are:
• This paper proposes the concentration-based weighted Lasso for inference high dimensional
sparse logistic regressions, the proposed weights are better than Kwemou (2016) in applications.
• This paper derives the non-asymptotic oracle inequalities with measurement error for weighted
Lasso estimates in sparse logistic regressions, and the obtained oracle inequalities are shaper
than Bunea (2008) in case of Lasso estimates of logistic regressions.
• The Corollary 2.1 is the theoretical guarantee when we do simulation, the smallest signal should
be large than a threshold value.
This paper is organized as following. In section 2, the problem of estimating coefficients in logistic
regression model by weighted Lasso is discussed, and we give non-asymptotic oracle inequalities for
it under the Stabil Condition. In section 3, we introduce a novel data dependent weights for Lasso
penalized logistic regression and compare this method with other proposed weights in references.
Our weights are based on the event of KKT conditions such that the KKT conditions hold with high
probability. In section 4, we use simulation to show our proposed methods can rival the existing
weighted estimators, and apply our methods for a real genetic data analysis.
2 Weighted Lasso Estimates and Oracle Inequalities
2.1 ℓ1-penalized sparse logistic regression
We consider the following estimator of ℓ1-penalized logistic regression, which is shown below:
βˆ = argmin
β∈Rp
{−ℓ(β) + λ
p∑
j=1
wj |βj|} = argmin
β∈Rp
{−ℓ(β) + λ||Wβ||1} , (2.1)
where λ > 0 is the tuning parameter, {wj}pj=1 are data-dependent weights (the weights only depend
on observed data) and W = diag{w1, · · · , wp} is the p-diagonal matrix.
In order to compare with other weighted estimates in reference, we assume these weights are
normalized such that
∑p
j=1wj = p. If all weights {wj}pj=1 in weighted Lasso are chosen as 1, then
the estimator degenerates to the ordinary Lasso estimates.
We can also treat {λwj}pj=1 as a series of tuning parameters. Large value of λwj will bring a
smaller estimation of coefficient βj , and small value of λwj has the opposite result. We will discuss
the chosen of weights in Section 3.
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Clearly, a non-sparse estimate of β will lead to overfitting, on the contrary, a sparse estimate may
capture significant coefficients and eliminate ambiguous variables. Given the training and testing
data, the sparse estimate can control the trade-off between the number of response variables and the
prediction error of the testing data. Since there is no general closed-form solution to the weighted
Lasso estimate βˆ, iterative procedures are often adopted to find numerical solution. The commonly
used iterative processes are the Quasi-Newton method and the Coordinate Descent method.
The gradient of ℓ(β) is
ℓ˙(β) =
1
n
∂ℓ(β)
∂β
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xi
{
Yi − exp (Xiβ)
1 + exp (Xiβ)
}
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xi {Yi − E(Yi|Xi)} .
From the KKT conditions (see page 68 of Buhlmann and van de Geer (2011)), the weighted Lasso
estimate βˆ is a solution of (2.1), and characterized by the necessary and sufficient conditions showing
below: 

1
n
n∑
i=1
Xij
{
Yi − exp(Xiβˆ)
1 + exp(Xiβˆ)
}
= λwjsign(βˆj) if βˆj 6= 0,∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Xij
{
Yi − exp(Xiβˆ)
1 + exp(Xiβˆ)
}∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ λwj if βˆj = 0.
(2.2)
Theoretically, the data-dependent turning parameter λwj is required to ensure the event of KKT
conditions evaluated at true parameter holds with high probability. In section 3, we will apply the
McDiarmid’s inequality of weighted sum of random variables’ to obtain the λwj. In addition, the
McDiarmid’s inequality as an important ingredient can help us establish the oracle inequality for
weighted Lasso estimate in next section.
2.2 Oracle inequalities
Deriving oracle inequalities is a powerful mathematical skill which provides deep insight into the
non-asymptotic fluctuation of an estimator compared to the ideal unknown estimate which is called
oracle. A comprehensive theory of high-dimensional regression has been developed for Lasso and
its generalization. Chapter 6 of Buhlmann and van de Geer (2011) and Chapter 11 of Hastie et al.
(2015) outline an overview of the theory of Lasso including works on oracle inequalities. In this
section, non-asymptotic oracle inequalities for the weighted Lasso estimate of logistic regression are
sought, as well as assumptions of Condition Identif required.
To arrive at our arguments, we first introduce the definition of Condition Identif (a type of
restricted eigenvalue originally proposed by Bickel et al. (2009)) which provides tuning parameter
and sparsity-dependent bounds for the ℓ1-estimation error and square prediction error. Foremost,
we consider the following two assumptions
• Assumption 1: Bounded elements of random design matrix. Assume that ‖X‖∞ =: max
i,j
|Xij | ≤
L a.s. where L is a positive constant.
• Assumption 2: Assume that β∗ ∈ Λ =: {β ∈ Rp : ||β∗||1 ≤ B}.
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Although there are applications where unbounded covariates will be of interests, for convenience
we do not discuss the case with unbounded covariates. We also limit our analysis on bounded
predictors since the real data we collected are often bounded. If not bounded we can take a log-
transformation of the original data, thus the transformed data is almost bounded. We can also make
transformation f(Xij) = exp(Xij)/ {1 + exp(Xij)}, thus the transformed predictors are undoubtedly
bounded variables.
Let β∗ be the true coefficient, which is defined by minimization of the unknown risk function:
β∗=argmin
β∈Rp
E {l(Y,X;β)} (2.3)
where l(Y,X;β) = −Y Xβ + log {1 + exp (Xβ)} is the logistic loss function.
It can be shown that (2.3) coincides (1.1). The first order condition for convex optimization (2.3)
is
0 =
∂
∂β
El(Y,X;β)= E
{[
−Y + exp (Xβ)
1 + exp (Xβ)
]
X
}
= E
[
XE
{
−Y + exp (Xβ)
1 + exp (Xβ)
∣∣∣∣X
}]
, (2.4)
thus the population version of (1.1) satisfies (2.4).
Let H(β∗) =: {j : β∗j 6= 0} be the non-negative index set, and β∗H =: {β∗j : j ∈ H} be the sparse
vector whose index set of non-negative components is H. Sometimes, if there is no ambiguity, we
write H(β∗) as H. Define the weighted cone set for any vector b ∈ Rp as
WC(k, ε) =: {b ∈ Rp : ‖WHcbHc‖1 ≤ k‖WHbH‖1 + ε}, (2.5)
which is a weighted and fluctuated (or measurement error) version of the cone condition S(s,H) =:
{b ∈ Rp : ||bHc ||1 ≤ s||bH ||1} mentioned in Bickel et al. (2009), where WH is a diagonal matrix with
the jth diagonal element as wj if j ∈ H, otherwise as 0.
In the proof, we will put b = βˆ−β∗. In real data with measurement error, let βˆ be the estimator
based on true covariates and βˆme be the estimator from the observed covariates with measurement
error (some zero mean random errors). For example, the observed covariates are zero mean normal
random variables, but the true covariates are bounded random variables. Under the assumption of
the cone condition ||bHc ||1 ≤ c||bH ||1 for b = βˆ − β∗, we have
||(βˆme − β∗)Hc ||1 − ||(βˆ − βˆme)Hc ||1 ≤ ||bHc ||1 ≤ c||bH ||1
≤ c||(βˆme − β∗)H ||1 + c||(βˆ − βˆme)H ||1.
Then, we get
||bmeHc ||1 ≤ c||bmeH ||1 + ε for bme =: βˆme − β∗,
where ε = c||(βˆme − β∗)H ||1 + ||(βˆ − βˆme)Hc ||1. If βˆme is misspecified as βˆ, this heuristic derivation
shows that the fluctuated cone set signifies the level of measurement error.
To establish the desired oracle inequalities, on WC(k, ε), we assume that the p × p matrix Σ =
E(XXT ) satisfies at least one of the following conditions: Stabil Condition (see Bunea (2008)) and
Weighted Stabil Condition (our proposed condition).
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Definition 1. (Stabil Condition) For a given constant c2 > 0 and the measurement error ε > 0, let
Σ = E(XXT ) be a covariance matrix, which satisfies the Stabil condition S(c1, ε, k): if there exists
0 < k < 1 such that
bTΣb ≥ c1||bH ||22 − ε
for any b ∈WC(k, ε).
Definition 2. (Weighted Stabil Condition) For a given constant c2 > 0 and the measurement er-
ror ε > 0, let Σ = E(XXT ) be a covariance matrix, which satisfies the Weighted Stabil condition
WS(c2, ε, k) if there exists 0 < k < 1 such that
bTΣb ≥ c2||WHbH ||22 − ε
for any b ∈WC(k, ε).
The constants c1, c2 in the above two conditions are essentially the lower bound on the restricted
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. For convenience, we use the same ε in the above two conditions
and the weighted cone set. Under the above mentioned assumptions, it yields the following oracle
inequalities.
Theorem 2.1. Assume the condition WS(3, εn, c1) (or S(3, εn, c1)), Assumption 1 and Assumption 2
are fulfilled. Let d∗ = |H(β∗)|, A ≥ 1, s = eLB
2(1+eLB)2
and T (L,B) =: LB + log(θ + eLB). Let λ be a
tuning parameter chosen such that λ ≥ 20LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
. Then, with probability at least 1 − (2p)−A2 ,
we have following results:
1. Fluctuated cone set βˆ − β∗ ∈WC(3, εn/2).
2. The ℓ1-estimation error under the WS(3, εn, c1) and S(3, εn, c1) are
||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ 2λd
∗
skwmin
+
(
λ+ 2s
λwmin
)
εn, ||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ 2λ||WH ||
2
2
skwmin
+
(
λ+ 2s
λwmin
)
εn, (2.6)
respectively.
3. Suppose that we have a new covariate vector X∗ (as the test data) which is an independent
copy of X (as the training data), and E∗ represents expectation only about X∗. If these weights
satisfy
B
(
4wmax + wmin
wmin
)
+
εn
wmin
≤ B∗, a.s. (2.7)
for some constant B∗, then the square prediction error under the WS(3, εn, c1) and S(3, εn, c1) are
E∗{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2 ≤ 3λ
2d∗
s2k
+
(
2λ
s
+ 3
)
εn, E
∗{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2 ≤ 3λ
2||WH ||22
s2k
+
(
2λ
s
+ 3
)
εn, (2.8)
respectively.
Remark 1: If the measurement error is a small order of the optimal rate: εn = o(
√
log p/n), we
have
‖βˆ − β∗‖1 ≤ O(d∗
√
log p/n) + o(
√
log p/n) + o(1)
and
E∗{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2 ≤ O(d∗ log p/n) + o(
√
log p/n).
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More typical examples for εn are 1/n or even 0. We observe that when d
∗ = O(1) and the number
of covariates increases as large as o(en). Then the bound on estimation error is of the order o (1)
and the weighted Lasso estimator ensures the consistent property. If the measurement error is a big
order of the optimal rate: εn > O(
√
log p/n), then the convergence rate is εn. If ||WH ||2 ≤ d∗ =∑p
j=1 1{β∗j 6= 0}, then oracle inequalities under the Weighted Stabil Condition will be more sharp
than oracle inequalities based on the Stabil Condition.
Remark 2: If (2.1) is replaced by the robust penalized logistic regression (see Park and Konishi
(2016), Yin (2020)) as
βˆ = argmin
β∈Rp

 n∑
i=1
Ri [Yi log πi(β) + (1− Yi) log{1− πi(β)}] + λ
p∑
j=1
wj |βj |

 , (2.9)
where Ri is some weight such that nRi ≤ C in the weighted log-likelihood (here C is a constant).
We still have oracle results similar to Theorem 2.1.
Remark 3: Note that s-value in Theorem 2.4 of Bunea (2008) is 1
(1+eLB)4
. Our s-value is
eLB
2(1+eLB)2
, which leads to the sharper oracle inequalities (2.6) and (2.8) due to e
LB
2(1+eLB)2
> 1
(1+eLB)4
.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 and the following corollary are both given in Section 5.
Let Hˆ =: {j : βˆj 6= 0}, which is the index set of non-zero components of βˆ. Now we want to study
conditions under which P (H ⊂ Hˆ) ≥ 1 − δ holds for the number of parameters p and confidence
1 − δ. By using the Theorem 2.1, we are able to bound P (H 6⊂ Hˆ), then the probability of correct
subset selection is P (H ⊂ Hˆ) ≥ 1− δ.
Corollary 2.1. Let δ ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed number. Suppose that the assumption of Theorem 2.1 is
satisfied, and the weakest signal and strongest signal meet the condition:
B0 =:
4λd∗
2sk
+
(
λ+ 2s
λ
)
εn ≤ min
j∈H
|β∗j | ≤ B.
If p = 12 exp
{
1
A2
log
(
1
δ
)}
, then we get
P (H ⊂ Hˆ) ≥ P (‖βˆ − β∗‖1 ≤ B0) ≥ 1− δ.
This corollary is the theoretical guarantee when we do simulation, the smallest signal of βj should
be large that a threshold value which is also called the Beta-min Condition, see Buhlmann and van de Geer
(2011).
3 Data-dependent Weights
As mentioned before, the weights in equation (2.1) only depend on the observed data such that KKT
conditions hold with high probability. The desired weights result in a weighted Lasso estimates
that should have a better convergence rate than the ordinary Lasso estimate. The question is what
data-dependent weights can make KKT conditions hold with high probability. The rationale for
obtaining data-dependent weights is to properly apply a concentration inequality for weighted sum
of independent random variables. And weights can be directly calculated from data, which cannot
contain any unknown parameters. For logistic regression, Kwemou (2016) designs a criterion to get
weights grounded on the Bernstein’s concentration inequality, see also Yang et al. (2019) for sparse
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density estimation. However, based on the Bernstein’s concentration inequality, the convergence rate
of the upper bound is exp
{−c1t2/ (c2n+ c3t)}, which bounds the sum of n independent random
variables deviate from its expected value. Compared with the Bernstein’s concentration inequality,
the McDiarmid’s inequality has faster convergence rate exp
(−c1t2/n). The following is the statement
of the McDiarmid’s inequality, which is also called the bounded difference inequality.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose X1, · · · ,Xn are independent random variables all taking values in the set A,
and assume f : An → R is a function satisfying the bounded difference condition
sup
x1,··· ,xn,x
′
k
∈A
|f(x1, · · · , xn)− f(x1, · · · , xk−1, x′k, xk+1, · · · , xn)| ≤ ck.
Then for all t > 0,
P [|f(X1, · · · ,Xn)− E {f(X1, · · · ,Xn)}| ≥ t] ≤ 2 exp
(
2t2
/ n∑
i=1
c2i
)
.
If there are no absolute signs in the above event, then the upper bound is changed by exp
(
2t2/
∑n
i=1 c
2
i
)
.
The event of KKT conditions implies
K(λwj) =:
{∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Xij
(
Yi − e
Xiβ
∗
θ + eXiβ∗
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ λwj
}
, j = 1, 2, · · · , p.
Now we check the bounded difference condition,
1
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
Xij
(
Yi − e
Xiβ
∗
θ + eXiβ∗
)
−


n∑
i=1,i 6=k
Xij
(
Yi − e
Xiβ
∗
θ + eXiβ∗
)
+Xkj
(
Yk − e
Xkβ
∗
θ + eXkβ∗
)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
n
∣∣∣∣Xij
(
Yi − e
Xiβ
∗
θ + eXiβ∗
)
−Xkj
(
Yk − e
Xkβ
∗
θ + eXkβ∗
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1n (|Xij |+ |Xkj |) ≤ 2n maxk=1,··· ,n |Xkj| .
The McDiarmid’s inequality gives
P
{∣∣∣∣∣ 1n
n∑
i=1
Xij
(
Yi − e
Xiβ
∗
θ + eXiβ∗
)∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ λwj
}
≤ 2 exp

− n(λwj)
2
2 max
k=1,··· ,n
|Xkj|2

 =: p−r, (3.1)
where r > 0 is a constant.
Therefore, we get
λwj = max
k=1,··· ,n
|Xkj|
√
2
n
(r log p+ log 2). (3.2)
We set data-dependent weights as wj , j = 1, 2, · · · , p from equation (3.2). It should be noted
that these weights obtained in Kwemou (2016) are
ωj =
2
n
√√√√1
2
n∑
i=1
φ2j (zi) (x+ log p) +
2c(x+ log p)
3n
, (x, c ≥ 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , p.)
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which may not obtain the optimal tuning parameter λwj = O(
√
log p/n) when log p/n is large (as
the main term), and the constant c is usually unknown in the real data (the c should be treated as
the second tuning parameter, so it results in a large amount of computation).
One may also find more particular way to define weights in references. In high-dimensional
settings, unlike the previous proposed weighted Lasso estimates, our weights based on conditions
which can be checked to hold with high probability. Various weights that we compare in next section
are listed below:
- Type I Weight (Proposed concentration based weight I):
w
(1)
j ∝ max
k=1,··· ,n
|Xkj |
√
2
n
(r log p+ log 2), r = 1;
- Type II Weight (Proposed concentration based weight II):
w
(2)
j ∝
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
k=1
X2kj ·
√
2
n
(r log p+ log 2), r = 1;
- Type III Weight (Inverse standard deviation weights, Algamal and Lee (2017)): w
(3)
j ∝
{
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
Xij − X¯·j
)2}−1
;
- Type IV Weight (Adaptive Lasso, Zou (2006)): w
(4)
j ∝ |βˆlassoj |−1.
4 Simulation and Real Data Results
4.1 Simulation Results
In this section, we compare the performance of the ordinary Lasso estimate and the weighted Lasso
estimate of logistic regression on simulated data sets. We use R package glmnet with function
glmreg() to fit the ordinary Lasso estimate of logistic regression. For the weighted Lasso estimate, we
first apply function cv.glmnet() for 10-fold cross-validation to obtain the optimal tuning parameter
λop. The actual weights we use are the standardized weights given by
w˜j =:
pwj∑p
j=1wj
.
Then we transfer our weighted problem into unweighted problem and apply the function lbfgs()
in R package lbfgs to find the solution for the unweighted Lasso optimal problem. The original
weighted optimal problem is shown below
βˆ(t) = argmin
β∈Rp
{−ℓ(β) + λop
p∑
j=1
w˜j |βj |} (4.1)
We replace the observation matrix X by the transformed matrix X˜ , where
X˜·j =: X·j/wj , j = 1, 2, · · · , p.
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Then we apply function lbfgs() to the transformed matrix X˜ and original outcome Y to get
the unweighted Lasso estimate β˜. Finally, we transfer β˜ into βˆ by
βˆj =: β˜j/wj , j = 1, 2, · · · , p.
We simulate 100 random data sets as training data and 200 random data sets as testing data.
Training data and testing data are generated as shown in the next section. By optimization with
suitable λop, we obtain the model with the parameter βˆλop . We calculate the performance of ℓ1
estimation error ‖β∗− βˆλop‖1 and prediction error on the testing data sets (Xtest of size ntest) by the
average of the 100-times errors, where the prediction error is defined as√
1
100
× ‖Xtestβ∗ −Xtestβˆλop‖2
A. Data generation
For each simulation, we set ntrain = 100, ntest = 200. We set dimension as p = 50, 100, 150, 200,
and adopt the simulation setting as these following two patterns.
1. The predictor variables X are randomly drawn from the multivariate normal distribution
Np(0,Σ), where Σ has elements ρ|k−l| (k, l = 1, 2, · · · , p). The correlation among predictor
variables are controlled by ρ with ρ = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8. We assign the true coefficient parame-
ter of logistic regression as
β∗ = (10, · · · , 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
9
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−9
).
2. Similar to case 1, we generate predictor variables X from multivariate normal distribution
Np(0,Σ), where Σ has elements ρ|k−l| (k, l = 1, 2, · · · , p), and ρ = 0.3, 0.5 and 0.8, and set the
true coefficient parameter as
β∗ = (17, · · · , 17︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
,−5, · · · ,−5︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
, 7, · · · , 7︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
, 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
p−9
).
B. Simulation results
These simulation results are listed in Table 1 to Table 3.
From these simulation results, our proposed estimate with Type II weight is better than other
methods in most cases, both in ℓ1-error and prediction error. The adaptive Lasso estimate performs
worst among these five ℓ1-penalized estimates.
4.2 Real Data Results
In this section, we apply our proposed estimates to analyze biological data. We consider the following
two complete data sets.
(a) The first data set is the gene expression data from a leukemia microarray study (see Golub et al.
(1999)). The data comprises n = 72 patients, in which 25 patients have acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) and 47 patients have acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). Therefore, the binary response in
10
Table 1: Means of ℓ1-error and predition error for simulation 1 and 2 (ρ = 0.3)
Method ||βˆ − β∗||1 Prediction error Method ||βˆ − β
∗||1 Prediction error
p=50, simulation 1 p=50, simulation 2
Lasso 1.63365 34.28534 Lasso 1.93251 38.70548
Type I Weight 1.42433 24.23225 Type I Weight 1.70240 28.53307
Type II Weight 1.41866 24.16879 Type II Weight 1.69252 28.42235
Type III Weight 1.42011 24.19330 Type III Weight 1.69310 28.43208
Type IV Weight 3.53346 68.98107 Type IV Weight 2.01674 36.98280
p=100, simulation 1 p=100, simulation 2
Lasso 0.84767 35.39955 Lasso 1.00386 40.75697
Type I Weight 0.82936 28.83360 Type I Weight 0.98829 33.81417
Type II Weight 0.82611 28.76972 Type II Weight 0.98646 33.78084
Type III Weight 0.82623 28.77004 Type III Weight 0.98692 33.79462
Type IV Weight 2.17210 82.87875 Type IV Weight 1.41508 52.05037
p=150, simulation 1 p=150, simulation 2
Lasso 0.57387 35.97669 Lasso 0.67668 40.45453
Type I Weight 0.58118 30.61218 Type I Weight 0.68632 34.87408
Type II Weight 0.57954 30.56721 Type II Weight 0.68436 34.81442
Type III Weight 0.57991 30.57543 Type III Weight 0.68456 34.81883
Type IV Weight 1.81343 98.65162 Type IV Weight 0.94153 47.99915
p=200, simulation 1 p=200, simulation 2
Lasso 0.43394 36.43936 Lasso 0.51223 41.17015
Type I Weight 0.44563 31.58401 Type I Weight 0.52906 36.22489
Type II Weight 0.44476 31.56000 Type II Weight 0.52788 36.18576
Type III Weight 0.44480 31.56915 Type III Weight 0.52861 36.21349
Type IV Weight 1.30047 92.25202 Type IV Weight 0.84236 57.18696
Table 2: Means of ℓ1-error and predition error for simulation 1 and 2 (ρ = 0.5)
Method ||βˆ − β∗||1 Prediction error Method ||βˆ − β
∗||1 Prediction error
p=50, simulation 1 p=50, simulation 2
Lasso 1.62804 41.71149 Lasso 1.94525 42.19085
Type I Weight 1.43439 30.26700 Type I Weight 1.74682 31.01396
Type II Weight 1.43009 30.23423 Type II Weight 1.74024 30.92691
Type III Weight 1.43155 30.24629 Type III Weight 1.74254 30.95419
Type IV Weight 3.96514 94.80968 Type IV Weight 1.73099 32.88244
p=100, simulation 1 p=100, simulation 2
Lasso 0.84851 43.50948 Lasso 1.00330 43.79428
Type I Weight 0.82767 35.76218 Type I Weight 0.98572 36.04177
Type II Weight 0.82409 35.68422 Type II Weight 0.98351 35.99504
Type III Weight 0.82445 35.69734 Type III Weight 0.98370 36.00381
Type IV Weight 2.24129 101.81468 Type IV Weight 1.21341 47.26953
p=150, simulation 1 p=150, simulation 2
Lasso 0.57206 44.15909 Lasso 0.67645 44.08771
Type I Weight 0.57178 37.48219 Type I Weight 0.68535 37.82445
Type II Weight 0.57024 37.43615 Type II Weight 0.68359 37.77004
Type III Weight 0.57033 37.44478 Type III Weight 0.68388 37.77792
Type IV Weight 1.62907 108.31138 Type IV Weight 0.98612 58.47258
p=200, simulation 1 p=200, simulation 2
Lasso 0.43170 44.06943 Lasso 0.51023 44.64566
Type I Weight 0.43662 38.06866 Type I Weight 0.52472 38.98144
Type II Weight 0.43597 38.05382 Type II Weight 0.52373 38.93973
Type III Weight 0.43621 38.06604 Type III Weight 0.52379 38.94242
Type IV Weight 1.23980 107.16770 Type IV Weight 0.86637 67.34089
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Table 3: Means of ℓ1-error and predition error for simulation 1 and 2 (ρ = 0.8)
Method ||βˆ − β∗||1 Prediction error Method ||βˆ − β
∗||1 Prediction error
p=50, simulation 1 p=50, simulation 2
Lasso 1.63073 59.36516 Lasso 1.94580 48.91084
Type I Weight 1.45328 43.50855 Type I Weight 1.77261 34.66073
Type II Weight 1.44921 43.44339 Type II Weight 1.76981 34.61648
Type III Weight 1.45401 43.51757 Type III Weight 1.77388 34.68965
Type IV Weight 4.04162 121.25215 Type IV Weight 3.34649 86.41294
p=100, simulation 1 p=100, simulation 2
Lasso 0.83989 60.82986 Lasso 1.00186 51.65554
Type I Weight 0.79627 49.25652 Type I Weight 0.98286 40.76257
Type II Weight 0.79476 49.23149 Type II Weight 0.98004 40.73804
Type III Weight 0.79522 49.26275 Type III Weight 0.98025 40.74769
Type IV Weight 2.14136 126.74045 Type IV Weight 1.76386 88.57558
p=150, simulation 1 p=150, simulation 2
Lasso 0.56722 63.01125 Lasso 0.67311 52.29483
Type I Weight 0.55227 52.83520 Type I Weight 0.67518 42.95876
Type II Weight 0.55078 52.77857 Type II Weight 0.67393 42.92367
Type III Weight 0.55121 52.80501 Type III Weight 0.67435 42.94123
Type IV Weight 1.51633 130.63107 Type IV Weight 1.31221 103.95876
p=200, simulation 1 p=200, simulation 2
Lasso 0.42844 62.92070 Lasso 0.50784 52.64225
Type I Weight 0.42486 54.22954 Type I Weight 0.51764 44.25601
Type II Weight 0.42367 54.16917 Type II Weight 0.51661 44.21604
Type III Weight 0.42387 54.18049 Type III Weight 0.51694 44.24049
Type IV Weight 1.22850 134.19107 Type IV Weight 1.01761 107.86477
this data set is categorized as AML (label 0) and ALL (label 1). The predictors are the expression
levels of p = 7129 genes. The data can be found in R package golubEsets.
(b) The second data set is the above gene expression data after preprocessing and filtering (see
Dudoit et. al (2002)). This process reduces the number of genes to p = 3571. The data set can be
found in R package cancerclass.
Our target is to select useful genes for specifying AML and ALL. Note that there is no avail-
able information about model parameters, we cannot directly compare the selection accuracy and
prediction accuracy. Therefore, we list model size and prediction error of estimated model under
Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) framework. Model size can show the coverage of current
estimated model, prediction error can show the prediction accuracy. We apply the ordinary Lasso
method and four different weighted Lasso methods as described in the previous section to analyze
these data sets. Since lots of coefficients estimated by weighted Lasso methods are small but not
zero, we choose 10−4 and 10−5 as the limits for these two data sets separately, and set the coefficients
less than these limits to zero. These results are summarized in Table 4. In the first data set with
limit 10−4, weighted Lasso estimate with Type II Weight has the best prediction performance; in
the first data set with limit 10−5, weighted Lasso estimate with weight Type III Weight has the best
prediction performance. In the second data set with limit 10−4, weighted Lasso estimates with Type
I Weight, Type II Weight and Type IV Weight have similar prediction performance, and weighted
Lasso estimates with Type II Weight and Type IV Weight use less predictor variables than other
methods; in the second data set with limit 10−5, weighted Lasso estimate with Type III Weight has
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Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of model size and misclassification rate under Leave-One-Out
Cross-Validation framework
Method Model size misclassification rates
(a) Gene expression data with p = 7129 genes, limit=10−4
Lasso 24.58(2.78) 0.47(0.50)
Type I Weight 73.17(37.09) 0.32(0.47)
Type II Weight 24.78(7.60) 0.32(0.47)
Type III Weight 2.61(1.41) 0.47(0.50)
Type IV Weight 9.22(2.61) 0.35(0.48)
(a) Gene expression data with p = 7129 genes, limit=10−5
Lasso 24.83(2.72) 0.49(0.50)
Type I Weight 474.50(288.08) 0.35(0.48)
Type II Weight 326.29(252.62) 0.35(0.48)
Type III Weight 12.32(5.05) 0.31(0.46)
Type IV Weight 40.75(19.66) 0.35(0.48)
(b) Gene expression data with p = 3571 genes, limit=10−4
Lasso 25.13(2.77) 0.43(0.50)
Type I Weight 32.40(10.74) 0.35(0.48)
Type II Weight 24.68(7.56) 0.35(0.48)
Type III Weight 0.82(0.68) 0.49(0.50)
Type IV Weight 11.96(0.50) 0.35(0.48)
(b) Gene expression data with p = 3571 genes, limit=10−5
Lasso 25.13(2.54) 0.46(0.50)
Type I Weight 216.75(112.57) 0.35(0.48)
Type II Weight 192.22(90.67) 0.35(0.48)
Type III Weight 10.36(4.21) 0.34(0.47)
Type IV Weight 42.85(18.57) 0.35(0.48)
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Table 5: (a) Genes associated with ALL and AML selected by four methods (p = 7129)
Lasso Type II Weight(10−4) Type III Weight(10−5) Type IV Weight(10−5)
Model size 25 29 12 8
Refitting
Prediction Error
0.54 0.00 0.21 0.00
Selected genes
HG1612-HT1612 at D50913 at L13278 at HG1612-HT1612 at
L07633 at D88270 at U43885 at J04164 at
M11147 at HG1612-HT1612 at U60205 at M11722 at
M16038 at J04101 at U77948 at M17733 at
M19507 at J04164 at U89942 at M26602 at
M20902 at M11722 at X63469 at M92287 at
M23197 at M12759 at Y08612 at U05259 rna1 at
M27891 at M21624 at Y10207 at X57351 s at
M31303 rna1 at M26602 at M61853 at
M31994 at M38690 at M96843 at
M63138 at M89957 at HG2562-HT2658 s at
M84526 at M92287 at M84371 rna1 s at
U82759 at S76617 at
X17042 at U05259 rna1 at
X59417 at U33822 at
X95735 at U65932 at
Y07604 at X51521 at
Y08612 at X59417 at
Y10207 at X69111 at
M21535 at X82240 rna1 at
HG2562-HT2658 s at X99920 at
M13690 s at Y10207 at
M84371 rna1 s at X58072 at
X85116 rna1 s at D00749 s at
M31523 at L06797 s at
U89922 s at
U37055 rna1 s at
M12959 s at
M84371 rna1 s at
the best prediction performance also use the fewest variables. Therefore, we can see that weighted
Lasso method with Type II Weight, Type III Weight and Type IV Weight can estimate more accu-
rately with less predictors than other methods.
After comparing these five methods, we build model for the complete observations, and report
the selected genes in ordinary Lasso regression and some weighted Lasso methods which have small
LOOCV errors. These results are listed in Table 5 and Table 6. We observe that weighted Lasso
estimate with Type II Weight selects more variables than weighted Lasso estimates with Type III
Weight and Type IV Weight, and has less refitting prediction error. Summarize these above results,
our proposed weighted Lasso method can pick much more meaningful variables for explaining and
prediction.
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Table 6: (b) Genes associated with ALL and AML selected by four methods (p = 3571)
Lasso Type II Weight(10−4) Type III Weight(10−5) Type IV Weight(10−4)
Model size 26 30 12 12
Refitting
Prediction Error
0.49 0.00 0.64 0.00
Selected genes
HG1612-HT1612 at D50913 at HG2855-HT2995 at
AFFX-HUMGAPDH/
M33197 M at
L07633 at D88270 at M17754 at J04164 at
M11147 at HG1612-HT1612 at M31303 rna1 at M11722 at
M16038 at HG4662-HT5075 at U09860 at M16279 at
M19507 at J04101 at U76272 at M26602 at
M20902 at J04164 at U77948 at M33680 at
M23197 at M11722 at X63469 at U05259 rna1 at
M27891 at M12759 at X63753 at U51240 at
M31303 rna1 at M21624 at Y10207 at Z23090 at
M31627 at M26602 at M96843 at L06797 s at
M31994 at M38690 at M84371 rna1 s at M14483 rna1 s at
M63138 at M89957 at M65214 s at U06155 s at
M84526 at M92287 at
U50136 rna1 at S76617 at
U82759 at U02031 at
X17042 at U05259 rna1 at
X59417 at U33822 at
X63469 at U65932 at
X95735 at X03934 at
Y07604 at X51521 at
Y08612 at X59350 at
Y10207 at X69111 at
M13690 s at X99920 at
M84371 rna1 s at Y10207 at
X85116 rna1 s at Z70220 at
M31523 at M96843 at
X58072 at
U89922 s at
M84371 rna1 s at
M97796 s at
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5 Proofs
5.1 The Proof of Theorem 2.1
Non-asymptotic analysis of Lasso and its generalization often lean on several steps:
First, propose an restricted eigenvalue condition or other analogous condition about the design
matrix which guarantee a form of local orthogonality via a restricted set of coefficient vector.
The second step is to get the size of tuning parameter based on KKT optimality conditions
(or other KKT-like condition such as Dantzig selector); third, according to restricted eigenvalue
assumptions and tuning parameter selection, derive the oracle inequalities via the definition of Lasso
optimality and the minimizer under unknown expected risk function and some basic inequalities.
The third step is further divided into 3 sub-steps: (i) Under the KKT-like conditions, show that
βˆ−β∗ is in some restricted set, and check βˆ−β∗ is in a big compact set; (ii) Show that the likelihood-
based divergence of βˆ and β∗ can be lower bounded by some quadratic distance between βˆ and β∗;
(iii) By some elementary inequalities and (ii), show that the ||βˆ − β∗||1 is in a smaller compact set
with radius of optimal rate (proportional to the tuning parameter).
Our language of proof is heavily impacted by theory of empirical process. For simplicity, we
denote the theoretical risk by Pl(β) =: E {l(y, β,X)} and the empirical risk by
Pnl(β) =: − 1
n
n∑
i=1
[YiXiβ − log {1 + exp (Xiβ)}] .
Merely using the definition of weighted Lasso estimates βˆ (see equation (2.1)), we get
Pnl(βˆ) + λ||Wβˆ||1 ≤ Pnl(β∗) + λ||Wβ∗||1. (5.1)
By adding P{l(βˆ) − l(β∗)} + λ2 ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 to both sides of equation (5.1) and rearrange the
new inequality, we have
P{l(βˆ)− l(β∗)}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ−β∗)||1 ≤ (Pn−P){l(β∗)− l(βˆ)}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ−β∗)||1+λ(||Wβ∗||1−||Wβˆ||1).
(5.2)
The following proof is divided by three steps.
5.2 Step1: Choosing the order of tuning parameter
Define the following stochastic Lipschitz constant in terms of the suprema of centralized empirical
process
Zn(β
∗) =: sup
β∈Rp
(Pn − P) {l(β∗)− l(β)}
||W (β − β∗)||1 + ε ,
which is a random function of {(Yi,Xi)}ni=1.
Next, for applying the McDiarmid’s inequality to Zn(β
∗), we will show the bounded difference
condition if we replace the i-th pair (Yj ,Xj) by a new pair (Y
′
j ,X
′
j) satisfying (Y
′
j ,X
′
j)
d
= (Yj,Xj),
i.e. in distribution. Then we claim that the value of Zn(β
∗) minus the replaced version Z ′n(β
∗) is at
most 4L/nwmin. To see this, let
Pn =:
1
n
n∑
i=1
1Yi,Xi and P
′
n =:
1
n
(
n∑
i=1,i 6=j
1Yi,Xi + 1Y ′j ,X
′
j
),
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where the second measure is the empirical measure corresponding to the replaced pair (Y ′j ,X
′
j).
Then we have
Zn(β
∗)− Z ′n(β∗) ≤ sup
β∈Rp
(Pn − P) {l(β∗)− l(β)} − (P′n − P) {l(β∗)− l(β)}
||W (β − β∗)||1 + ε
= sup
β∈Rp
1
n
· {l(Yi, β
∗,Xi)− l(Yi, β,Xi)} − {l(Y ′i, β∗,X ′i)− l(Y ′i, β,X ′i)}
||W (β − β∗)||1 + ε
= sup
β∈Rp
1
n
·
−YiXi(β∗ − β) + Y ′iX ′i(β∗ − β)− e
Xiβ˜
1+eXiβ˜
Xi(β
∗ − β) + eX
′
iβ˜
1+eX
′
i
β˜
X ′i(β
∗ − β)
||W (β − β∗)||1 + ε
≤ sup
β∈Rp
1
n
· 4L||β − β
∗||1
wmin||β − β∗||1 + ε ≤
4L
nwmin
.
where the first inequality stems from for any function f, g
|f(x)| − sup
x
|g(x)| ≤ |f(x)− g(x)| ⇒ sup
x
|f(x)| − sup
x
|g(x)| ≤ sup
x
|f(x)− g(x)| .
Thus we could employ the McDiarmid’s inequality in Lemma 3.1 by the achieving bounded
difference condition. Therefore, we obtain
P [Zn(β
∗) ≥ x+ E {Zn(β∗)}] = P [Zn(β∗)− E {Zn(β∗)} ≥ x] ≤ exp
(
−nx
2w2min
8L2
)
. (5.3)
It sufficient to get the upper bound of E {Zn(β∗)},
E {Zn(β∗)} ≤ 8LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
, (A ≥ 1). (5.4)
To obtain (5.4), we need the following two lemmas. The proof of the following symmetrization
and contraction theorem can be found in Section 14.7 of Buhlmann and van de Geer (2011).
Let X1, ...,Xn be independent random variables taking values in some space X and F be a class
of real-valued functions on X .
Lemma 5.1 (Symmetrization Theorem). Let ε1, ..., εn be a Rademacher sequence with uniform dis-
tribution on {−1, 1}, independent of X1, ...,Xn and f ∈ F . Then we have
E
[
sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
[f(Xi)− E {f(Xi)}]
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ 2E
[
Eǫ
{
sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫif(Xi)
∣∣∣∣∣
}]
.
where E[·] refers to the expectation w.r.t. X1, ...,Xn and Eǫ {·} w.r.t. ǫ1, ..., ǫn.
Lemma 5.2 (Contraction Theorem). Let x1, ..., xn be the non-random elements of X and ε1, ..., εn
be Rademacher sequence. Consider c-Lipschitz functions gi, i.e. |gi(s)− gi(t)| ≤ c |s− t| ,∀s, t ∈ R.
Then for any function f and h in F , we have
Eǫ
[
sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
εi [gi {f(xi)} − gi {h(xi)}]
∣∣∣∣∣
]
≤ 2cEǫ
[
sup
f∈F
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
εi {f(xi)− h(xi)}
∣∣∣∣∣
]
.
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Note that (Pn − P) {l(β∗)− l(β)} = Pn {l(β∗)− l(β)} − E{l(β∗)− l(β)}. Next, for
nZn(β
∗) = sup
β∈Rp


|
n∑
k=i
[(−Y Xβ∗ + log {1 + eXβ∗})− (−Y Xβ + log {1 + eXβ})]− nE[l2(β∗)− l2(β)]|
||W (β − β∗)||1 + εn


as the suprema of the normalized empirical process (a local random Lipschitz constant), it is required
to check the Lipschitz property of gi in Lemma 5.2 with F = Rp. Let f(xi) = x
T
i β
||W (β−β∗)||1+εn
and
gi(t) =
Yi(t||W (β−β
∗)||1+tεn)−log(1+et||W (β−β
∗)||1+tεn)
||W (β−β∗)||1+εn
with t ∈ [−LB,LB]. Then
gi(s)− gi(t) = −Yi(s− t) + e
t˜
1 + et˜
(s− t) ≤ 2|s − t|, t, s ∈ [−LB,LB]
where t˜ is an intermediate point between s and t given by applying Lagrange mean value theorem
for function gi(t).
Thus the function gi here is 2-Lipschitz (in the sense of Lemma 5.2).
Apply the symmetrization theorem and the contraction theorem, it implies
E {Zn(β∗)} ≤ 8
n
E
{
sup
β∈Rp
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣εi XiT (β∗ − β)‖W (β − β∗)‖1 + εn
∣∣∣∣
}
[Due to Ho¨lder’s inequality] ≤ 8
n
E
(
sup
β∈Rp
max
1≤j≤p
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫiXij
∣∣∣∣∣ · ‖β − β
∗‖1
‖W (β − β∗)‖1 + εn
)
=
8
nwmin
E
(
Eǫ max
1≤j≤p
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫiXij
∣∣∣∣∣
)
.
By using the maximal inequality (for examples, see Proposition A.1 in Zhang and Jia (2020)),
with E[ǫiXij|X] = 0 for all i, we get
E {Zn(β∗)} ≤ 8
nwmin
E
(
Eǫ max
1≤j≤p
∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
i=1
ǫiXij
∣∣∣∣∣
)
≤ 8
nwmin
√
2 log 2pE(
√
nL2) ≤ 8LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
,
for A ≥ 1. Thus, we obtain the upper bound of E {Zn(β∗)} as equation (5.4).
In equation (5.3), if we choose x such that exp
{−nx2w2min/ (8L2)} = (2p)−A2 , then we get
x = 2LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
. By equation (5.3) and equation (5.4), it implies
P
{
Zn(β
∗) ≥ 2LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
+
8LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
}
≤ P [Zn(β∗) ≥ x+ E {Zn(β∗)}] ≤ (2p)−A2 .
Since βˆ ∈ Rp, the last inequality gives by the definition of Zn(β∗)
P
{
(Pn − P){l(β∗)− l(βˆ)}
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + ε
≥ 10LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
}
≤ P
{
Zn(β
∗) ≥ 10LA
wmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
}
≤ (2p)−A2 .
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Let λ2 ≥ 10LAwmin
√
2 log(2p)
n
, we have
(Pn − P){l(β∗)− l(βˆ)} ≤ λ
2
{||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + εn} (5.5)
holding with probability at least 1− (2p)−A2 .
5.3 Step2: Check βˆ − β∗ ∈ WC(3, εn)
On the event (5.5), we can turn the inequality (5.2) into
P{l(βˆ)− l(β∗)}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ (Pn − P){l(β∗)− l(βˆ)}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + λ(||Wβ∗||1 − ||Wβˆ||1)
≤ λ
2
{||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + εn}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + λ(||Wβ∗||1 − ||Wβˆ||1).
(5.6)
By the definition of β∗, we have P{l(βˆ)− l(β∗)} > 0, the above inequality reduces to
λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ λ
2
εn + λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + λ(||Wβ∗||1 − ||Wβˆ||1) (5.7)
≤ λ
2
εn + 2λ||WH (βˆ − β∗)H ||1, (5.8)
where WH is a diagonal matrix with diagonal element wjj = 0 if j /∈ H and wjj if j ∈ H; the last
inequality is obtained by the fact that |wj βˆj − wjβ∗j |+|wjβ∗j | − |wj βˆj |= 0 for j /∈ H and |wj βˆj | −
|wjβ∗j | ≤ |wj βˆj − wjβ∗j | for j ∈ H.
From equation (5.8), we get
λ
2
||WHc(βˆ − β∗)Hc ||1 ≤ 3λ
2
||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||1 + λ
2
εn. (5.9)
Therefore, we conclude that βˆ − β∗ ∈WC(3, εn).
5.4 Step3: Derive error bounds from Stabil Condition
The equation (5.7) implies
λwmin||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ 2λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 + λεn + 2λ(||Wβ∗||1 − ||Wβˆ||1)
≤ 2λ||Wβˆ||1 + 2λ||Wβ∗||1 + λεn + 2λ(||Wβ∗||1 − ||Wβˆ||1)
= 4λ||Wβ∗||1 + λεn ≤ 4λwmax||β∗||1 + λεn.
(5.10)
Therefore, by Assumption 2, we have
||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ 4wmax
wmin
||β∗||1 + εn
wmin
≤ 4Bwmax
wmin
+
εn
wmin
.
Let X∗β˜ be an intermediate point between X∗βˆ and X∗β∗ given by applying Lagrange mean
value theorem for f(t) = t/
(
1 + et
)
. From Assumption 1 and Assumption 2, we have
|X∗β˜| ≤ |X∗β˜−X∗β∗|+|X∗β∗| ≤ |X∗βˆ−X∗β∗|+|X∗β∗| ≤ L
{
B (4wmax + wmin)
wmin
+
εn
wmin
}
. (5.11)
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By equation (5.11) and condition (2.7), we have |X∗β˜| ≤ LB∗. Let X∗β˜ be an intermediate
point between X∗β and X∗β∗ given by applying Lagrange mean value theorem for f(t) = log(1+et),
where β ∈ Λ. Since X∗ is an independent copy of X, we have
P{l(βˆ)− l(β∗)} = E∗[E{l(β)− l(β∗)|X∗}]|
β=βˆ = E
∗
{
E[−Y X(β − β∗) + log 1 + e
Xβ
1 + eXβ
∗ ]|X∗
}
|
β=βˆ
= E∗
{
E[−Y |X∗]X∗(β − β∗) + log 1 + e
X∗β
1 + eX∗β∗
}∣∣∣∣
β=βˆ
(E∗[Y |X∗] = e
X∗β∗
1 + eX∗β∗
) = E∗
{
−eX∗β∗ [X∗(β − β∗)]
1 + eX∗β∗
+
eX
∗β∗ [X∗(β − β∗)]
1 + eX∗β∗
+
eX
∗β˜[X∗(β − β∗)]2
2(1 + eX
∗β˜)
2
}∣∣∣∣∣
β=βˆ
= E∗
{
eX
∗β˜
2(1 + eX∗β˜)
2 [X
∗(β − β∗)]2
}∣∣∣∣∣
β=βˆ
≥ inf
|t|≤LB
et
2(1 + et)2
E∗[X∗(βˆ − β∗)]2
=
eLB
2(1 + eLB)2
E∗[X∗(βˆ − β∗)]2 =: sE∗[X∗(βˆ − β∗)]2, (5.12)
where s = e
LB
2(1+eLB)2
.
Let Σ = E∗(X∗TX∗) be the p× p covariance matrix. We have the expected prediction error:
E∗{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2 = (βˆ − β∗)Σ(βˆ − β∗).
Since WC(3, εn) verifies the weighted cone condition, we thus could pose
1. Weighted Stabil Condition
s(βˆ − β∗)Σ(βˆ − β∗) ≥ sk||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 − sεn.
2. Stabil Condition
s(βˆ − β∗)TΣ(βˆ − β∗) ≥ sk||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 − sεn.
From equation (5.6) and equation (5.8), we get
P{l(βˆ)− l(β∗)}+ λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ λ
2
εn + 2λ||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||1. (5.13)
5.4.1 Case of Weighted Stabil Condition
By equation (5.13) and the lower bound (5.12), we have
sE∗[{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2] + λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ λ
2
εn + 2λ||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||1. (5.14)
Substitute the inequality of the Weighted Stabil Condition into equation (5.14), we have
sk||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 +
λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤
(
λ
2
+ s
)
εn + 2λ||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||1.
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Employing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
2sk||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 + λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ (λ+ 2s)εn + 4λ
√
d∗||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||22. (5.15)
By applying the elementary inequality 2xy ≤ tx2 + y2/t to equation (5.15) for all t > 0, we have
2sk||WS(βˆ − β∗)S ||22 + λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ (λ+ 2s)εn + 4tλ2d∗ + 1t ||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||22. (5.16)
Let t = (2sk)−1 in equation (5.16), thus
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ 4tλd∗ +
(
λ+ 2s
λ
)
εn =
2λd∗
sk
+
(
λ+ 2s
λ
)
εn.
Then
||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ 4λd
∗
2skwmin
+
(
λ+ 2s
λwmin
)
εn. (5.17)
In order to derive the oracle inequality of ℓ2-prediction error, from (5.14) we have
sE∗[{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2] + λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ λ
2
εn + 2λ{||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 − ||WHc(βˆ − β∗)Hc ||1}
≤ λ
2
εn + 2λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1.
Then
sE∗[{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2] ≤ λ
2
εn +
3λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1. (5.18)
Using the previous obtained ℓ1-estimation error bound for ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1, we have
sE∗[{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2] ≤ λ
2
εn +
3λ2d∗
sk
+
(
3λ
2
+ 3s
)
εn =
3λ2d∗
sk
+ (2λ+ 3s)εn.
Then we have E∗[{X∗(βˆ − β∗)}2] ≤ 3λ2d∗
s2k
+
(
2λ
s
+ 3
)
εn.
5.4.2 Case of Stabil Condition
By the inequality of Stabil Condition, equation (5.14) becomes
sk||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 +
λ
2
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤
(
λ
2
+ s
)
εn + 2λ||WH(βˆ − β∗)H ||1.
Employing the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
2sk||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 + λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ (λ+ 2s)εn + 4λ
√
||WH ||22 · ||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22. (5.19)
By the elementary inequality 2xy ≤ tx2 + y2/t to equation (5.19) for all t > 0, then it derives
2sk||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22 + λ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ (λ+ 2s)εn + 4tλ2||WH ||22 +
1
t
||(βˆ − β∗)H ||22. (5.20)
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Let t = (2sk)−1 in equation (5.20), thus
||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 ≤ 4tλ||WH ||22 +
(
λ+ 2s
λ
)
εn =
2λ||WH ||22
sk
+
(
λ+ 2s
λ
)
εn.
Consequently,
||βˆ − β∗||1 ≤ 2λ||WH ||
2
2
skwmin
+
(
λ+ 2s
λwmin
)
εn.
To obtain the oracle inequality of ℓ2-prediction error, it derives by equation (5.18) and the previous
obtained ℓ1-estimation error bound for ||W (βˆ − β∗)||1 that
sE{XT (β∗ − βˆ)}2 ≤ λ
2
εn +
3λ2||WH ||22
sk
+
(
3λ
2
+ 3s
)
εn =
3λ2||WH ||22
sk
+ (2λ+ 3s)εn.
Thus we get E{XT (β∗ − βˆ)}2 ≤ 3λ2||WH ||22
s2k
+
(
2λ
s
+ 3
)
εn.
5.5 Proof of Corollary 2.1
Proof. It is directly followed from the inequality
P (H $ Hˆ) ≤ P (j ∈ Hˆ for some j ∈ H)
≤ P (βˆj = 0 and β∗j 6= 0, for some j ∈ H)
≤ P (|β˜j − β∗j | = |β∗j |, for some j ∈ H)
≤ P
(
‖βˆ − β∗‖1 ≥ min
j∈H
|β∗j |
)
≤ P
(
‖βˆ − β∗‖1 ≥ B0
)
≤ (2p)−A2 = δ.
Solve the equation (2p)−A
2
= δ for p, we get p = 12 exp{ 1A2 log 1δ }.
6 Summary
We compare several weighted Lasso methods to estimate sparse parameter vector in high-dimensional
logistic regression, which lies in the data-dependent estimators βˆ =: βˆ(W ) based on the given
weighted vector W =: (w1, · · · , wp)T . The number of covariates p can be very large, even larger
than the sample size n. We assume that the regression coefficient vector β∗ is sparse, that is, there
are very few coordinate components of β∗ that are non-zero, and their corresponding index set is
S(β∗) ∈ {1, · · · , p}. By analyzing the KKT conditions and applying bounded difference concen-
tration inequalities, we could have an optimal and simple data-adaptive weights as the number of
covariates p→∞. Based on the Weighted Stabil Condition or Stabil Condition, we give two versions
of non-asymptotic oracle inequalities for the weighted Lasso estimator in light of KKT conditions
which are both guaranteed with high probability as p→∞. Our goal is to estimate the true vector
β∗ by applying the weighted ℓ1-penalized estimator βˆ to this unknown sparsity of β
∗ and then show
the probability of correct subset selection is high.
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